A time-dependent healing function for immediate loaded implants.
Current interest in immediate dental implant loading has grown due to a number of clinical advantages this treatment modality offers. To obtain a deeper insight into the changing mechanical properties during the healing phase, results from removal torque tests are used in a biomechanical model. The ultimate removal torques, which depend on healing time, are described by a time-dependent healing function. The bone behavior is modeled using an elastic law with damage. The evolution of damage is represented with an incremental equation with an initial damage value and two material parameters. The nonlinear relationship between the torque and the angle of rotation up to the ultimate torque can be calculated. By changing the elastic parameter in the elastic damage law, the remodeling process can be characterized. In a further step, the elastic parameters and the limits for shear stress from the biomechanical model for the removal torque will be used in an FE analysis in order to obtain information on the axial loading limits of a dental implant at different healing times.